HILLTOP PARK
OVERALL PLAN

LEGEND

1. GREAT LAWN
2. SKATE PARK
3. OVERLOOK WITH TELESCOPE
4. NATIVE GARDEN
5. EXISTING RESTROOM BUILDING
6. CONCRETE WALKWAY
7. BIKERACKS
8. CONCRETE SEATWALL/POTENTIAL ARTWORK
9. DOGON PATTERN ENTRY PAVING
10. INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE
11. MILE MARKER
12. STONEBLOCK SEAT WALL
13. PICNIC AREA W/ BBQ GRILLS
14. FITNESS AREA
15. NEIGHBORHOOD TRAIL (ALTERNATE)
16. EXISTING SUN Dial AND AMPHITHEATER
17. OVERLOOK SEATING AREA WITH BENCHES
18. CONCRETE STAIRS WITH HANDRAILS
19. CONCRETE RETAINING WALL
20. 10'-0" WIDE VEHICULAR PAVING / ACCESSIBLE RAMP
21. 4'-0" ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN RAMP
   - ALTERNATE
22. PLAYGROUND
23. CONCRETE PAVING WITH DOGON PATTERNS
24. POTENTIAL LOCATION FOR ART FEATURE
25. CONCRETE SEATING WALL
26. DRINKING FOUNTAIN
27. RECYCLED AND TRASH RECEPTACLE
28. BIKE RACKS